FBI gets warrant to search Clinton emails

The FBI has obtained a warrant to search the private email server of former Secretary of State Hillary Clinton, officials said Tuesday.

As of Tuesday morning, the FBI was expected to execute the search warrant at Clinton’s home in Chappaqua, N.Y. Agents are expected to begin reviewing the emails found on Clinton’s server that may contain evidence relevant to the investigation into Clinton’s use of a private email server while she was secretary of state.

The warrant is in response to an inquiry by a federal grand jury investigating whether there was a mishandling of classified information on Clinton’s home computer, a person familiar with the matter said.

Among the emails that federal investigators have been seeking to obtain is correspondence between Weiner and a 15-year-old girl in New York.

The person, who requested anonymity to discuss the warrant application, said that the emails would be reviewed by federal prosecutors and intelligence officials.

“We are not going to speculate about the contents of any emails that the FBI is investigating,” a Justice Department official said.

FBI officials declined to comment on the matter.

The development comes after a series of setbacks for Clinton, who has been struggling to regain momentum in the presidential race.

In a series of embarrassing leaks, Clinton’s campaign has seen data from her private email server released to the public. The campaign has been forced to defend its handling of the matter, and Clinton’s email server has been scrutinized by federal prosecutors and intelligence officials.

The FBI’s warrant application was made public on Tuesday, a day after Clinton’s fundraising event in New York City.

On Tuesday, Clinton and her campaign team were expected to release a video statement explaining the warrant and its implications.

When families volunteer together, big things happen

Miami-Dade County has never seen a mayoral race quite like the one unfolding this fall between incumbent Carlos Gimenez and challenger Raquel Regalado.

The first-term mayor faces a challenge that has turned the Miami-Dade mayoral race into a group affair, with volunteer work falling to more people than usual.

As charitable work falls to more people, families are finding that turning volunteer work into a group effort can be a fun way to strengthen ties and enrich the spirit.

By Cindy Goodman

A decade ago, according to the Bureau of Labor Statistics, volunteer rates were declining for the first time in decades. But combining interests has led to family vacations that include volunteering. For others, it has spurred weekends together at charity events, parent-child team participation in fundraisers, and family time, even the busiest professionals are making it happen. For some people, combining interests has led to family vacations that include volunteering.

When families volunteer together, big things happen.

Steven Weinstein and his twin sons Brandon and Jordan. They have a charitable organization called Click4Cleats.org.
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4 new cruise ships will soon introduce a new era of amenities
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SPOOKY SOUNDS IN THE AIR

On Sunday, the Biscayne Bay Kraken Club, Stubby & Bows, and the South Florida Youth Symphony gave a free Halloween concert. Above, American Heritage Student Eastern Avenue. © performs while wearing Nissan hatchback car.

Halloween concert. Above, American Heritage Student Eastern Avenue. © performs while wearing Nissan hatchback car.
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IN DEPTH
CHARTER CO.’S CLOUT AT RISK
November’s vote could reduce Academica’s powerful influence in Tallahassee — its Doral College is a campaign issue.

WORLD
QUAKE STRIKES AT ITALY’S IDENTITY
The third powerful earthquake to hit Italy in two months spares human life Sunday but destroys a Benedictine cathedral, a medieval tower and other beloved landmarks.

WORLD
SHITE MILITIAS JOIN PUSH IN IRAQ
Thousands of fighters flocked to join Iraq’s state-sanctioned Shiite militias in the fight against the Islamic State.